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Two-dimensional gauge theories, which seemed to be beautiful but

rather academic exercises, recently turned out to have potential importance

in real life. Close to the core of (JUT magnetic monopole only spherically

symmetric field components are relevant, and their interaction may be described

by a field theory on a half line, with position dependent coupling constant.

This field theory has many properties of the corresponding translationally

invariant theory, in particular for massless quarts radial QCD has zero energy

bound states . These bound states mediate the baryon decay in the monopole

field. To calculate the cross section for this process one needs the bound

state wave function. As a preparation for the monopole calculation we 3hall

consider the bound states in the translationally invariant theories. From

the mathematical point of view these theories also have considerable importance

in their own right.

In view of applications to monopole physics two cases should be studied.

If the monopole colour magnetic field breaks SU(3) colour down to SU(2), only

the u-quarlc SU(2)c doublet needs to be considered. OtherwisejSUtB) survives

close to the core, and both u and d quarks must be taken into account. Thus

we are also led to investigate a model with N colours and two flavours. If

so desired one may easily include more flavours from the higher generations.

In the monopole case we shall treat quark masses perturbatively, thus tre np.y

neglect them in the present note.

In light cone coordinates a two-dimensional gauge theory has the form

(1)

ABSTRACT

We analyze massless two-dimensional gauge theories and discuss
under what circumstances they lead to non-linear sigma models. In
particular we show how one is led to conclude that the zero mass
bound state sector of QCD,, vith H =2 and a single flavour may be
described by a unique non-linear sigma model with an SU(fi) global
symmetry.
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In the gauge A+=0 the field 1J1 decouples. The gauge invariant part of the
Fock space of this field theory includes massless left moving mesons and
baryons which are non-interacting,1 apart from the parastat is t ics due to the
underlying fermion field. The corresponding right moving massless states
should come out as bound states of the ty f ie lds, due to the interaction
induced by the gauge field A . This argument, which at f i r s t sight does not

respect gauge invariance looks dangerous. Nevertheless it has been shown
2)

to be correct with various degrees of rigour , because of an underlying

duality between massless meson bound states and free massless fermions. In

particular the ' t Hooft equation of QCD2 yields a massless bound state

of the ijj fields .which is dual to colour singlet combinations of free t|>

fermions. The underlying equations never mix this subsector of the theory
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with colour carrying sectors. Mote that the above argument, in fact only applies

to an important subseetor of the theory, which will he further described below.

Stimulated by a paper of Witten , which demonstrated the central role

of current algebra, we shall take a new look at such states. The models

under study have a conserved current

, e"" fa)

with a current algebra based on SU(2)

(2)

(3)

CM

In the case of two flavours and N colours the current algebra is that of the

right and left handed flavour currents with k= H , in the case of one flavour

and N =2, the currents are those of the Pauli-Gursey symmetry described below

which transform1 qq into qq and qq states and the value of k=l. Using

the representation theory of the current algebra or equivalently Kac-Moody

algebra , for k=l there are two possible representations built, respectively, oy\

isoscalar and isos-pinor vacua. It is a remarkable fact that in two-dimensions,
degeneratedegenerate

even for a free fermion theory there is the possibility of/vacua of different iso-

spin and in fact all these representations can appear. This can be best under-

stood by putting such a theory in a box and noting that both periodic and non-

periodic boundary conditions are compatible with the current algebra.

Eq.(2) completely determines the time evolution of the currents and it

puts a strong constraint on the dynamics of the system. For arbitrary k

the representations of the current algebra are discrete, so this must be

independent of the coupling constant g in Eq,(l). Thus the relevant

representation for the gauge theory is the same as that for the free theory.

The fact that the value of k is the same,is also clear from the asymptotic

freedom property. Thus, in our case with k=l, the Hilbert space of the theory

can be written as a tensor product

(5)

where the currents only operate on HQ. The time evolution on H is given by Eq.(2),

and the dynamics on 1^ is completely disjoint. Such a theory can arise,

for example, from a Lagrangian which is the sum of two independent terms. On

HQ the action may be written ia t o s o n i z e ( 3 f o r m Q S :

s c T * Jj**Trrv»-»Y) - i (6)

where g takes values onSU(2) and the second term i s the. Witten-Wess-Eumino term ' ,

In our gauge theories such a structure arises in a more complicated way.
Let us f i rs t state a few known properties of these theories and later make
contact with the representation theory of their current algebras. The theory
contains qq and qq states of zero mass which saturate the anomaly term in
the current two point functions. They also contain massive s ta tes , whose
spectrum and interactions may be evaluated explici t ly. These states are colour
singlets , hut in general they transform non-trivially under the flavour and
Pauli-Gursey symmetry, respectively.

Now let us describe the relevant representations of our k=
algebras. Formally we may write

H

current

t
(7)

where the Jal=l,...,I

write

form a commuting current algebra ' with k=l. One may

(a)

*) In our normalization Witten only considers even K.

The current algebra for the free theory with N colours and two

flavours is thus made up of the direct product of the SU(H ) and SU(2) flavour

current algebras. This means that for a free theory,the representation can

be written as the tensor product of the SU(N ) ©SU(2) factors. On the other

hand, for finite couplings in the representation of this product the colour

factor drops out and one is left with the trivial vacuum or ground state of

the representation of the colour algebra,i.e. one is left with colour singlet

states, which are further divided into subspaces corresponding to mesons,

haryons arid anti-baryons . Thus

-3-
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and

H
One would need additional arguments to show that H-p H,,
Hm i s built on a ground state vith isospin aero and
with isospin If /2 .

H, ,

(9)

H_ are identical.

K^ on a ground state

In accordance with Eqs.(5,9K "the currents only create zero mass

states from the vacuum, as e.g.

= fc* - "7+ = o . (10)

This result , and the derivation of the existence of zero mass mesons from the

anomaly,cry out for a field-current identity. The dynamics of the current

can be obtained from the current algebra plus current conservation, as discussed

above. Thus the Lagrangian for the zero mass meson field is fixed up to field

redefinition. Witten has derived the corresponding Lagrangian, vhich is given

in Eq.(6). To shov that our results are not just witchcraft, we should be

able to derive this Lagrangian from Eq. (l). In the present note ve shall

treat only the one flavour, N =2 case, for which there is a global F&uli-Gursey
T)

symmetry . We shall use the gauge A+=0, such that iC need not 'be

considered. We write

- e (ID

such that ¥ transforms as an SU(2) doublet from the left and as an SU(2) „

(Pauli-Gursey) doublet from the right. Note that

Integrating out A we find that Eq.(1) can be written in the form

5 '
(13)

where K is the A propagator. Now we rewrite the theory in terms of colour

singlet bilocals, following in part Ref.(G). We use

tr(ftft)» +*l«)lrCfc) +-MAT*) , tor (2x2) matrices A,B , (15)

We obtain

S = * « • f •

(16)

where the trace also refers to the integral over the space-time coordinates,

fiewriting this expressions with the help of 2v urce terms

(IT)

and integrating out V we find

S= S (18)

which is totally equivalent to Eq..(l), as no approximation has been made.

From Eq. (IT)it follows that £ (x,y) is antisymmetric andTTa(x,y) symmetric

under interchange of x and y. As STj(2) _ has to remain unbroken because

a) a
 i l j

of Coleman's theorem ,Ti can have no vacuum expectation value. The vacuum
expectation value of ^

SF * (3- +

at x 4 y is given by the Echwinger Dyson equation

(19)

The classical equations of motion simply correspond to the Bethe-Salpeter

equations in the q.q and qq. channels, which reduce to the ' t Hooft equation!

(20)= O

Eq.(20) has no zero masE solution and Eq.(21) yields one zero mass triplet

This agrees with the representation theory of the fc=l current algebra.

In the two flavour multi-colour model, one f i rs t has to show that the colour
non-singlet channels do not propagate and one is left with a bilocal action for
colour singlet variables identical, in structure to that given in Eq.(l8).

By imposing the Dyson equation, ?.q.(19)jOn the system and malting the shift

YZ ' - * ( C ) + H I , one obtains (leaving the question of large $e baryons for Hc

aside) the complete interacting theory, by solving the ' t Hooft equations, i . e .

Eq.(2l) and writing the interaction vertices in the form [see Kefs.(1,7)]

-5-
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Now let us evaluate the Pauli-Gursey current, Eq.{l7) yields the trasforraation

properties

(£3)

(2M

corresponding to

s y •=, •• y oo« T « ,

The correspondingHoether current J is given by

=

(2 5)

where D = S_ This current contains a ciece J tr(

as we remove the infrared cut-off this yields the current field identity
J a = F . 3_ Tt> which is conserved on shell. The unique local extension
off-shell is the non-linear sigma model proposed here with g = expl i-T Tl ' " „ 1 •
As proved by Witten in Hef. ( M,Eq.(6) gives the desired current conservation
conditions.Further this,'oosonization of the zero mass sector is also suggested
by properties O-f the interaction vertices generated "by Eq.(£2). indeed
concentrating on the massless bound state solution , the vertex corresponding
to the scattering of £n such states (see Fig.l) is given by

(26)

where Sp(k) = i[2k
+ - g2 CF/2nk - a + if] 1, a = g2 CF/£^A and X is an

infrared cut off; r(-.(a) is the normalized proper vertex function, which solves

the 't Hooft equation for a aero energy state i.e.

Eq.(26) can be explicitly evaluated

X •* o :

(ro(a) = a 9(a)e(l -a) + — ( i + j - ^ - —),

with the following result in the limit

which vanishes on shell, since either K. or K. is zero and consequently

there is no scattering. This is in line with the observation of Witten in

Ref.CO concerning the form of the solution of equations of motion in the non-

linear sigma model in two-dimensions, namely j»(x ,x ) = A(x )B(x ), which implies

that left and right moving waves simply pass through each other without

interaction. The question of odd vertices is much more subtle and will be

discussed elsewhere.

PinaUjjlet us Bake COEB remarks on t:.t- cor^oniicndlng: Lagrangian in Eq.(6)
trary N . 'In general we expect ran

of the kinetic tern, however this is fixed by the relation

for arbitrary N . 'In general we expect ran f:rt'i \,i :iry constant F j \ j n front

V = V211 t 2 8»
which is obtained from the anomaly contribution to the two point function. '̂

The Witten term looks surprising for the ''"-:l case, as it is odd under

G-parity. We have to conclude that C-pariL;.1 is broken spontaneously. This

happens, because the ordinary vacuum is de^cr-erated with

~ c
' a (i c ""

Because of parastat is t ics this stiiir; only exists for N > 2. Indeed
f o r the G-parit.y is a discrete sul\i::-oaa of SLl{2) , which is 'jnbroken.
However, in tnis case the Vitten term arir.t-; from interaction:; of mesons and
diquurk states. A more extensive accoui:'; "f t1 in vui other issues we have
analyzed wil.!. he published elsewhere.

As a final remark the underlying d'lTJ "i. t,y •••'tween free massless fermions
and zero mass bound states as conjectured in Ref.(^). and exhibited by Witten's
treatment of the two-dimensional r.on-linear slffn.i model, contrast with the
conclusions drawn in the work of Polyakov â ui Wcig:-a:i , where they concluded that
a l l the excitations of the two-dimensional non-linear sigma model were massive.
Presumably this is the situation when F^ is not given by I /£u, in which case
the non-linear sigma model does not correspond to Qf!Tj?.

(27)
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E R R A T U M

Our statements concerning G parity on page 8 should

be disregarded "because G parity acts differently in two dimensions,

consequently this symmetry is respected by the Wess-Zumino term

in the non-linear sigma model.




